II INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP VERSAILLES

BATZACS DRY STREAM

REDEFINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COLLSEROLA NATURE PARK & LLOBREGAT RIVER

activity

The main objective of the workshop is to study the relationship between Collserola Nature Park & Llobregat River and their closest natural and urban environment, according to the term:

CITY - GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE – AGRICULTURE

The workshop will redefine and improve the relationship between the municipality of El Papiol and its natural environment by developing three main aspects: the improvement of BIODIVERSITY (by means of topographic design, rainwater treatment and new green-infrastructure’s design), CONNECTIVITY (physical and ecological, by means of the design of a new public space) and PRODUCTIVITY (as a key condition of new landscape of XXIth Century). All these three concepts have a common objective: the sustainable development of our cities.

During these two weeks, students of both different universities will work on through different scales of a landscape project, starting from a large field of action to successively go down the scale to define more specific and detailed proposals. During the first week (Barcelone), students will be focused on a previous knowledge of the area: its physical condition, its problems and opportunities, and will materialise an assertive & purposeful analysis. During the second week (Versailles) every team must focus in different strong ideas (IDEAS FORCE) and will materialise a previous idea of a global & conceptual masterplan.

participant universities

ETSAB MBLandArch

supported by

AMB

dates and venue

4-7 February 2020 at ETSAB, Barcelona
10-14 February 2020 at Versailles, France

coordinators

Enric Batlle i Duran, MBLandArch director
Karin Helms, École Nationale Supérieure du Paysage Versailles-Marseille

adressed to

4 places for ETSAB students enrolled at:
_Grau en Estudis d’Arquitectura (5th year)
_Grau en Arquitectura
( 2 ECTS as academic recognition )

application

deadline: 26 January 2020
send email to: relint.etsab@upc.edu
with subject: taller BATZACS_name surname
with your: name | DNI | email | phone | current studies

2019
2020
tallers internacionals
oficina relacions internacionals etsab
relint.etsab@upc.edu